Transforming Surfaces:

Using glass finishes to redefine commercial spaces

In recent decades, modern office design has evolved:
2000s

2020

rise of open floor plans

integrating work, life and play

Key theme: The impact of office design on employee health, wellbeing and productivity.

A workplace that
is vibrant, flexible
and comfortable
will more likely inspire
higher engagement

Behaviours of highly
engaged teams result in
21% greater profitability

Office design is at the
forefront of achieving higher
employee engagement

Updating tired, old office spaces can improve
employee engagement, but there are challenges:

Limited time
and budget

Minimising
operational costs

Varied needs of
corporate clients

The benefits of glass in commercial spaces

Aesthetic value

Transparency

creates open, bright
enviroments with natural lighting

encourages employee
accountability

Design flexibility
enables a variety
of workspace layouts

Glass finishes: Redefining your commercial space
Use glass finishes to transform interior spaces by adding frosted, cut or textured designs
to glass surfaces such as interior glass partitions and inside surfaces of exterior windows.
Perfect balance of performance,
functionality and aesthetics

Practical and cost effective
Achieve the look
of decorative glass
without the expense

Leading solutions
offering expected
performance of
5-20 years

Add dramatic effects
and character to interior
spaces while keeping
an open feel

Customised privacy
and UV protection
without compromising
natural lighting

Wide range of
colours, designs,
gradations and textures

Simple installation
using adhesives
reduces time and cost

With a wide range of architectural and decorative window glass finishes, 3M helps designers
create a complete mood or atmosphere, defining the specific character of any environment.
In collaboration with leading designers from across the world, 3M is launching 33 new,
trend-setting patterns that will give you even more ways to create stunning visual effects on
interior glass surfaces while delivering durability, privacy and flexibility.
3M™ FASARA™ glass finishes

3M™ DI-NOC™ glass finishes

3M™ FASARA™ Glass Finishes are decorative glass
and window films used in vertical applications in
commercial buildings to control light and privacy
through a building’s interior glass.

With a clear, pressure-sensitive adhesive on the
front surface of the film, 3M™ DI-NOC™ Glass Finishes
can be used behind many different glass surfaces
and are available in multiple designs to provide
an opaque dimensional look.

The new 2020 range has 15 additional designs
from gradation, frost/matte and emboss.
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18 new patterns are available including wood,
metal, textile, stone, and solid colours.
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